Near-infrared photoluminescence biosensing platform with gold nanorods-over-gallium arsenide nanohorn array.
The near-infrared (NIR) optical detection of biomolecules with high sensitivity and reliability have been expected, however, it is still a challenge. In this work, we present a gold nanorods (AuNRs)-over-gallium arsenide nanohorn-like array (GaAs NHA) system that can be used for the ultrasensitive and specific NIR photoluminescence (PL) detection of DNA and proteins. The fabrication of GaAs NHA involved the technique of colloidal lithography and inductively coupled plasma dry etching, yielding large-area and well-defined nanostructural array, and exhibiting an improved PL emission compared to the planar GaAs substrate. Importantly, we found that the DNA-bridged AuNRs attachment on NHA could further improve the PL intensity from GaAs, and thereby provide the basis for the NIR optical sensing of biological analytes. We demonstrated that DNA and thrombin could be sensitively and specifically detected, with the detection limit of 1 pM for target DNA and 10 pM for thrombin. Such ultrasensitive NIR optical platform can extend to the detection of other biomarkers and is promising for clinical diagnostics.